
MOVIE HIGH SCHOOL

See what made the honor roll in Rotten Tomatoesâ€™ list of the 50 best American high school movies, ranked by
adjusted Tomatometer with at least 20 reviews each! Critics Consensus: Grease is a pleasing, energetic musical with
infectiously catchy songs and an ode to young love that.

Julia Ling as Charlyne Phuc pronounced like the profanity , a spelling bee champion who gets high before a
competition and has everything taken from her. Arguably the finest Stephen King adaptation, Carrie remains a
fraught, tense experience. The popular kids hold a good position in the school, with Cher especially being able
to change her bad grades with a bit of teacher-persuading without suffering any consequences. However there
could be worse messages see Grease , because at least Cher focuses on helping others rather than just herself,
right? Stand and Deliver Edward James Olmos delivers career-best work here, telling the story of real-life
math teacher Mr. That dreaded guilt, resting in your stomach, is a mere hint of the repercussions in store for
Brent. Kathleen Turner plays Peggy Sue, a woman on the down slope of her marriage to her cheating husband
Nicolas Cage and looking the barrel of her year high school reunion. Image via Hughes Entertainment He
enlists the help of his best friend, the tomboy Watts played by a never-better Mary Stuart Masterson , and in
the process finds himself caught in an unintentional love triangle when he discovers that his best friend loves
him in a way she thinks he will never love her. Well, never. Director Oz Perkins does a great job of making
the most mundane school activities heavy with mood. The movie mixes comedy and drama with heartwarming
effect, building up to those iconic final moments that will leave you slow-clapping, too. The Faculty is a loose
remake of Invasion of the Bodysnatchers, and yet, manages to throw in its own twists to the lore along the
way. A cast of then-up-and-comers sells the traditional teen movie tropes; good-looking bitch, dumb jock,
quirky rebel, goth gay girl, and subverts them as they gang together in figuring out what the hell is happening
to their teachers. What makes this film stand apart from its 90s equivalents is its believability. Things proceed
as expected until she attempts a particularly tricky move that kills her. Why the hell is her father her
partner-in-crime? The mismatched pair's chances at true love are tested by Blane's snobby friends and Andie's
awkward best friend, Duckie Jon Cryer. Superbad was marketed as such, except this time the guys getting up
to mischief were nerdy teens, portrayed by Jonah Hill and Michael Cera. Clearly, at some point prior to the
events of the film, Ferris visited Chicago and discovered himself living a comfortable if ordinary life of
working for the man and following the rules, so when he returns to his senior year of , he decided to put all of
his efforts into living life for the moment, embracing his youth, and having unbridled, confident fun. This
black comedy is firmly a product of our social media-obsessed times; a Heathers-inspired slasher that drips
with blood and razor-sharp witticisms. Carrie Image credit: United Artists Imagine the worst prom night
experience. No vulgar terms. Robert Bailey, Jr.


